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interpreted as 'offering guides to the beginning and ending of.each item.

and letters-to-the-edltor were separate items; illustrations of
Cartoons

an item,

thatjstood-o4one

as said before, were measured as part of the item, but those

were considered seaports items. "Incidental services to
th e' reader," such as previews of upcoming

issues, calendars of events,

and inside-cover art, were omitted ftom consideration.
a.

Bomberger then correlated the WcopeLdepth coefficients of the maga-
:,zines.with two rough indices of their "popularity": latest absolbte-circu-

lotion asIllmorte0 by the Ayers, and rate of circulation growth, derived

by dividing the latest circulation figure by the earliest. He ranked the

magazines according to the values of their coefficients, then re-ranked

them according to the "popularity" indices and computed coefficients of
1

correlation between those sets of measUres

The findings in part confirmed and in part -disproved Ziprs'hypo-

theses. First, the coefficient characteristic of the sample as a whole,

hereafter called the "typical" coefficient, -was -.643, significantly

different from the,Zipfian mean of -.5. Scope-depth coefficients of the

more "popular" magazihts (by circulation trends) were significantly

different from the typical coefficient in either direction; the less

"popular" ones were not. -There was a strong negative correlation between

closeness to the typical coefficient and a favorable circulation status.

Zipf had predicted a strong positive correlation between scope-

emphasis and the measures of popularity. This proved true for the rate of

circulation growth, which also correlated highly with the Zipfian mean,

but' the,magazines with highest circulation tended to be those characterized
by depth-emphasis.



COMPARISON OF SCOPE -DEPTH BALANCE WITH POPULARITY

OF AUSTIN MAGAZINES, 1972-75

To what extent does the quantitative manner in which a given

magazine ii edited seem to effdct public response to that magazine?

That is, do- different pUblic
responses'occur with different relationshipS11

between the number of items.in a sample of the magazine and the respec-

tive sizes,of thos4 items?

This study attempts to answer that question through the analyti-

cal tool of scope-depth comparison, or the study of relationships between

the variables of item-size and number of items of those particular "sizes,

in a sample of magazines published in Austin, Texas between 1972 and

1975. Apparently, the answer to the latter question is a qualified "yes."
,/

I. RESEARCH BACKGROUND

theoretical Groundwork

The research design was based on the work ofGeorge K. Zipf,

Harvard communication researcher, and on a subsequent application 1,

Zipf's scope-depth'model to a study of national weekly magazines by Dr.

Russell Bomberger.

According to the Westley and MacLean "gatekeeper" model, the

editors of mass communication, in order to survive in the market, must
0

select, from the confusion of possible happenings to be reported, the/

right happenings to attract and hold mass'audiences. Zipf's theory inter-

404
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sects with Westlei and MacLean in the realm of quantitative measurem
, .

(,,/ -
of communication' samples.

The sender of communication strives toward the Force of Uni i-
tcation, or depth. Ideally l'or his purposes, his selection of repor age

would be delivered in a'single long item. But receivers of the re ortage

want the editor to expend effort to transmit specific information

each specific concept, thereby increasing its accessibility and d 4easing-
I

reading effort on their part; they favor the Forel of'Diversifica ion,

or scope.

(Zipf reasoned thus4s "Because's message cannot'be both a .ingle

long item and a series of short items, a balanpe must be struct' eda .

between them."1 This point of baUnce, which best serves the espective

"economies" of both sender and receiver, Zipf called the point of "least'

effort." if a balance was present between scope and depth of items in a.'

publication (Zipf studied newspapers and the Encyclopedia` r ica),

then the inverse-square relationship also should be pr saidt etween the

g sets o;4scope end depth vari ebY^one force sho ld arrinvers

with the square of the other.

There are several ways to demonstrate mathematics

6 square relationship between two sets of data representing

Zipf chose to compute by least- squares the slope of a re
4

depth (item-size) upon scope (number of items). He foun

the inverse-

pposing forces.

ession- line of\

that his samples

urf-Uewspapers andoencyclopedias showed a slope of appro3c,,,,tely -.5.

Where the slope was nearer to -1, the publication &Mph& ized depth over

1Russell
Balance with Popul
U.S., 1947-1960" (P

omberger, "An Analytical Comparison
ity of Genera Circulation Weekly
.D. dissertation, Iowa State Univ

f Scope- Depth{
agazines in the
sity, 1962), P. 9.
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.scope, and vice versa when the 'slope wgIs nearer to' 0.$ From "his he drew

thi;corollary tht number-site relationships could be predictors of. the .

"popularity's of publications; specifically, that communicators may

increase the popularity of their products by emphasizing scope over depth.
Z -Publications in balance with an inevitable natural'order,P,he

\said, Should shbwys scope-depth coefficient of:-.5, an 1 that middle course .

should:assure long-term popularity. AgainsthiS, Gregory Bateson argued'

that such publications wopld appear "entropic" to the public, or give the

'impression that.no human effort has been exerted to align the variables--:

"that thecoefficient shOws that in that publications, editing milttrs----
.

ire being left to God and guesses."2

Russell Bomberger set out .to test the Zipfian hypotheses, asSuMing

that scope-depth analysis shoup reveal much about basic message structures,

patterns of public response to them; and the role of the gatekeeper. He

sought to correlate the circulation trends of a sample: of magazines with

their scope-depth coefficiients,,and to see if the entire sample could be
.

descntbed by a coefficient close to, Zipf's -.5.4

Bomberger's sample reflected the nationaPsystem of mass communi-

cations; it consisted of all national weekly magazines classified as

"General Editorial" in,,the-Ayer directory; published between 1947 and 1960,

of which there were To make circulation correlations valid, he elimi-

nated magAines of "spec'al interest," that were 'not available throughout

the UPS or:that were "free" or accepted no advertising.

2
Ibid., P. 15.



Operational Procedure

His general prcOedure was-to measure the sizes or items in his
,

-.

sample, count the numbers of items of various sizes-,;:and plot%the-data in
/

tables like those shown in the appendix. Re used'the iogarithi of each'

datum in order to transform the curvilinear data intoa linear relation-

ship: hen, using a standard equAtion, he solved for b, the regression

coefficient, for each magazine and,for the ,entire 'sample:

4

X

n(Z:(,

n(Exx) - (,;.:
) Nx)

py

als the log of the number of its (independent variable), equalst

the log of the size of the items-(dependent variable), and n equals the

total number of size categories.

Scope data were logs of the =Titers of items, and depth data were

logs of the midpoints of the various size'categories. In this study,

there were 17 size categories with midpoints of 100, 300, 500, 700, 900,

1500; 2500, 3500, 4500, 5500, 6500, 7500, 8500, 10,000, 12,500, 20,000,

and 30000 words.

'Item-size was measured in word-count units by finding the number

of "words" in a coluMn7inch of a particular type-face and multiplying that

410 y figure by the nuMber'of column-inches in the item. An important feature

of both Bombergervs study and the present one is that illustrated matter

Was measured in, the wbrd-countIVnit applying to the nearest type -face,

. then added to the word Count of the item, or cods1 separately-if it wasj,

discrete from that item.

)11

An "item", was loosely defined as a unit -of editorial matter that

could be understood without reference to any preceeding unit. The use of<
such separating devices.as heads, stars/ and 14hite space by the editor was

/07
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,interpreted as Offering guides to the beginning and ending of.each item.

Cartoons and letters-to-the-edltor were'saparate items; illustrations of

an item, as said before,
were measured as part of the item, but those

that'-stood-s4one were considered seaparte items. -"Incidental services to

the reader," such as previews of :upcoming
issues, calendars of events,

and inside-cover art, were omitted ftom consideration.

Bomberger then correlated the:4CopeLdepth
coefficients of the maga-

izines with two rough indices of their "popularity"; latest absolUte-circu-
1 Alotion as:/t.bportad b3 the Ayers, and rate of circulation growth, derived

by dividing the latest circulation figure by the earliest. Be ranked the

magazines according to the values of their coefficiantS,-then re-ranked

them according to the "popularity" indices and computed coefficients of

correlation between those sets of meastires.---\

The findings in part confirmed and in part-disproved Zipf'shypo

theses. First, the coefficient characteristic of the sample as a whole,

*hereafter called the "typical" coefficient, was -.643, significantly

different frog the, Zipfian mean of -.5. Scope-depth coefficients of the

more "popular" magati_14s (by circulation trends) were significantly

-; -different from the typical coefficient in either direction; the lass-

"popular" ones were not, -Thera was a strong negative correlation between

closeness to the typical coefficient and a favorable circulation status.

Zipf had predicted a strong positive correlation between scope-

emphasis and the measure's of popularity. This proved true for the rate of

circulation growth, which also correlated highly with the Zipfian mean,

but the magazines with highest circulation tended to be those characterized
by depth-emphasis.
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This configuration led Bomberger to suggest the following policy

for the development of circulatiOne to capture adaudience'by emphasis

on,sco*e, alarge number of separate short articles; then to shift

6

ortoward depth-emphasis one-W-the magazine,has acquired a specific readership

Oase for the gatekeeper to serve. This theory of-quantitative editing,

besides having been for the most part substantiated by the present study,

has the added advantage of being intuitively reasonable.

\jrb IL , THE PRESENT, STUDY

Limitations and Differences

This study of regional magazines shares some of the limitations

of Bbmberger's research on' national weeklies, with problems of interpre-

tationtation specific '.9 it own different market. Differences in the two

)
,,.. .

samples are not such s to obsure a common pattern in,1the findings, which 0
o

indiacte a Kir degree of validity in the applicatio o 'scope-depth

analysis.

1. Undeniably, the two samples constitute entireI different

magazine worlds. The eight Austin magazines in the present study range
11*from local tip sectional to national interest, whereas Bombergers had to

be nationally accessible. Also, the Austin group cont ins no weeklies,

. -but has two fortnightlies'and six monthlies; and vari us special interests

are represented by the mag4ines in the current design. Descriptions of

the Austin Tagazines are as follows:

, -

I
"'No./

.

...

,r-
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Austin people Today

Austin's local monthly,, chosen as a counterpart to the fort-
nightly Sun. This color-offset magazine2curre6tly is undergoing .thelatest orieveral changes, in format; thue maw of'the results chat
pertain to it may change significantly soon.

.

. ,

Austin'Sun

'''
/

, The newest publication,fortnightly,
originally. published in

newspaper format, now in the process -of concerting to a magazine onnewsprint. Its appeal to local subcultures makes it a direct,competi -tor 6f AustinPeopae:Today.

Texas Observer

Fortnightly political magazine on newiprint,'with-a small but-
.intense readership. Not surprisingly, it and the Sun Compare most
strongly in scope-depth balance to the national week of the
earlier study,

True West

Its circulation might be'called "large but intense," indeed
the largest in the sample and more transcendent of regional appeal,
than any except Texas Monthly. Purporting to be an exhaustive non-
fiction chronicleafrontier life, iti subject matter embraces a
wider, geographical range than any other. This is reflected in its
position at the 4extreme end of both the circulation a lid the depth-
emphasis ranges.

I

I

Texas Monthly, Texas Parade

Closest to being monthly gener*l- interest mavizines of
regional appeal, these two are also in direct competition. The
award-winning Texas Monthly-is the success story of the'sample,"
having risen.iiigis than three years to a circblatio /of more than
90,000. The consistency of its writing and slicknes of its graphic
format are employed for broad entertainment purpose Texas Parade,
formerly an association magazine; only recently ha gone on tEgri7iinis-
stand and may still( be seeking the ideal format f r its newkenviron-
ment. Both show influences of pare-regional pub ications from other
parts of tJhe,United States.

Texas Highways, Texas Parks and Wildlife

Official color mothly magazines of the state highway. and parks
and wildlife departments respectively. Both have stable, established
readershipV.and are designed for public relations and to promote
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I

itourism a ,nd naturalism for their devotees. Since bot
profit status and are subsidized by the,egencies the represent, they
are omitted from the hypotheses which correlate ci,
depth balance. --The editorial formats are static;
-do not affect the circulation in a way comparable
newsstand magazines.

l

1 %
7

Thus the magazines in the p'esen sample are

but, as will be el;,' they saw in t
/

-would expect, and conform to a

that of/Bomeerger's study.

t eses Soma publications

eyed, for the attentio'

ve non-

1."

8

ra

culation with scope-
and in Any cage,
to that of

qdite heteroglyteousi 2

regression analysis exactly as one

e of coefficienti almost identical to

the present one excludes from the hypo-

w h may well be in. competition with those stir-
,

of the ia e audience. This may lower the degree

to which the sample = repres tive,Of regional magtiiines offered to

the population. rtly to counter this, scope-depth coefficients' were

computed for t e agency tageines, not to include 'them in the hypothetical

problem, but as a basis of
/
compaiiison with those soli( on n s.ewsstand

2. The period of the study is an arbitrary one which frankly

reflects accessibility rather thin design. For each magazine, 20 issues

were chosen at random from the last year's issues of the fortnightli.ms,

from-the-pireViiiiii-three years of the monthlies, ending in

4975. This was a period of origination for some, con

and businesi as usual for still othe'rs

picture only of the shor

er

atio for others,

it presents a fairly scour

trends of a regional publishing boom.

. The working de

' //
on of "item "'is a bit unscientiAc.

Border-line deci .ns on what constituted separate items were settled sub-

jective the author, and would not necessarily be perceived as such by
7'

different readers. But mistakeS, if such there were, were constant In

all similar measurements of the othermagazinee, and the number of items
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the Zipfian mean, which was based on daily newspapers. Such a progression-
2,

is reasonal,,ndreflects 10 shifts ineider expectation along the
rpu ication chain.'

.
. 1

The range of-scoriS, hoWever, is nerly the same; Bomberger's,..,

w f ,

_ 1

,-"tram high to low, was on the order of .55; here, from Austin Sun's -.706.-
,

..J
/ .

IS .'to True-Wests -1.217, is .511. Thus the magazines are more nearly homo-
,,.; -,

geneous than m ht appear at first; indeed it is surprising that ttl.range

so small, giver such a motley sample. It is significant that the

magazines notsubjedt to the influence of the market, Texas Highways and

Texas Parks and Vildlifs, were in the very middle of 'the range and had

coefficients closest.to the "typical..13

Not-surprisingly, the most scope-oriented coefficients were those

of the. fortnightlies, although%the'Sum's
appears significantly. more so

the Observer's. After
.

all,\these are charged with the responsibility

,of app. g every two weeks, and cannot economically report on the
,,

-------

available nets with a strong emphasisvn depth.
.

. Therelationship,among the wont es is a bit harder to aiPlain.,

. . ,Not necessarily inthe case of True West, wh ch must strike any reader ash'
, .

-.4 epitote of a magazine in depths its front p es have never known
.,

.

.

,.f \white,,Autid.ita.13,10,p,ages,,are crammed. with fratments of articles143414e4t44.4.4.

I
Z.June from the ?rapt. Austin People Today also appears in a likely----__

position. sBUt"Iexas Monthly and Tags Parade seem to be in reverse order:
.,.,,,,,,,,

x..the former seems to be . .., more or a "depth" magazine due felts greater-
,--,x

,number of longer items. The exp ion lieS in the fact that the Monthly
, .7..,

. .)

3Thase,two!magazines were not incl.... in
,

the con., tion ofthe
-depth.poefficeneNr-.--the_total sample.) since they'were no tendedp in the hypotheses described below. Had they been included,
1" coefficient would Nivel-3A ed to -.782--1.8.,more scope-

.

14
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is reasonableandreflects Moe shifts in'reader expectation along the

v'`ication chain.
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,
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was so small, given such a motley sample. It is significant that the

magazines not subje4 to the influence of the market, Texas Highways and

Texas Parks and Wildlife, were in the very middle of the range and had,
r

coefficients closest.to the "typical."3

Not surprisingly', the most scope-oriented coefficients were those

of the forknightlies, although, the Sun's appears significantly more so

the Observer's. After all,',these are charged with the responsibility

of app. g every two weeks, and cannot economically report on the

available n s with a strong emphasis):In depth.

N.
The relationship among the monthlkes is a bit harder to explain.

Not necessarily in the case of True West, whle must strike any reader as;

the epitoffie of a magazine in depth,; its trOrit-iiivs have never known

101419,APice,.,:and.its-blA,T4gT:crammed.with gay fragments of articles. -
...

1

-Jumpe&from he front. Austin People Today also appears in a likely
- ...

.
.

o
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position. BUtlEasMorthly and Texas Parade seem, to be in reverse orders4,4 # s

,the former seems to be-MeU more or a "depth" magazine due teits greater ,-------

nuMber of longer items. The ex tion lie's in the fact that the Monthly :

4 .

3These two-!magazines were not inclU23$0 in the corn.. tion of t
e-depth.poefficent-1414 the total samplej since they were no

the ,

tendedf p in Vie hypotheses described, below. Had they been included,' ..e"typi 1" coefficient would have be6el,.0,
to -.782--i.e.,.more scope-orient
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concentrates a greater percentage of items ip the three shortest size

categories--the letters, newsoapsules, cartoons, etc.--than do most of

4the other magazines.

.

?
This prompts the obserVaion that the spe -depth coefficient

depends lesp strictly on the sizes and huMbers of items in the magazine
_

.measured than on the distribation
i

of these throughout the range of size1

categories. In general, adding y -values to the-end of a data'distribu--

tion without a corresponding rise in the x-values--as is the case with

Texas Monthly, /Ludt San,land especially Texas Parks and Wildlife--

causes a more scope - oriented coefficient.

Also,\there is a "data-bulge in categ

10,000 word categories respectively=- shared by

11

ories 6 and 147-the 1501) and

TioMbergers study. .Me

e are likely to have been conceived in

lengths, e.g. one page or eighpaged,_

hen items of, more awkward length. Inany

explains that items, of this s

terms a convenient standardi

and thus more frequently' used

case, where the bulge is marked, as in Texas Parade, AVstin People Today,

indeed in the'sample as IN whole, the effect is to give, a more depth-
-

oriented coefficient than might otherwise hmve obtained.

4ith the scope-depth coeificients computed and rink-orhered, we

pups to the specific hypotheses of the study, testing whether there is a

significant correlation between sco epth balance and. "vpularity," as

aetsured by the two indices of circulation;



I. That there is a correlation-betwe
lute circulation ;. -or, -that

emphasis and hi _h absolute cir

12

n scope-emphasis and high abso-
a correlation between depth-

ation. t

II. That there is a correlation bet en scope-emphasis and hi b rateof circulation gwth; o between depth-emphasis and high rate ofcirculation gro .

e

HI. That there is a correlation be
circulation; or between non-t
lation.

IV. fhitJ.here is ?correlation be
circulation jrowth; or between
circulation growth.

Obviously, each sub- hypothesis

Looking at the scope-d

none of the Austin magazines h

corresponds closely to that'of

nificant differences in the coe

quantitative editing patterns, d therefore' that the magazines maybe

s situp

tti coe

een icali and high absolute
icalit high absolute circu-

ween typicality and4ghrateg
non - typicality and hiaTiifiiR

the inverse of the othei%

ficients from a Zipfian standpoint,

s scope-enpptasis;rbut since their range

omberger's stlAyl, we may assume that sig-

ficients indicate real differences in

validly ranked by greater or le er scope- and depth-emphasis. They are

ranked bye typicality and non -typ cality according to the distance of their

coefficients from the typical co= ficient, is shown below.

S-D. Rank by
Magazine Coet.N Scope.'

Austin Sun -.706 \ 1

Texas Ohs. -.905 5

Austin Peop. -,928 3 \ '4
. 4 \

Texas Month. -.986 4 A.

R by Distance lank by .Rank by
th from Typ. Typicality Non-W.

. 1410, .2

.089

. 112'

. 170

,' .356

.401

6

Tkxas Parade -1.172 5 2

True West -1.217 6 1

:t. 6

e.

6

4 3

5 2

6 1

rfi.
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iThe magazines,are rank-ordered bythe circulation 'indices below.
,.,

Magazine
197 3
Circ(

1775
Cire.(a)

%
Growth(b)

'Rank.-Ord

(a)

/L,

)16P

1

5

4

2

3

6

4

,,,,

/

AustinSun 2000

12426

15000

24000

46000

164200

12000

14693

17300

90000.

48000

.164290

' 1000.0

12.5

15.3

"275.0,.

20.0

0.0

6

5

4

2

3

1

'
,
,,

Texas Obseyv.

Austin People

Texas Month.
--,----i,---

Texas Parade---__

True West

The formula for computing r, the coefficientAf correlation

4,between the two rank-orders in' the separate hypotheses, is as follows4

6td2
r = 1 - n(n2-1)

where d is the difference between rank-ordeFs'and n is the number o

magazines being ranked.

41,

Conclusions

13

Computations of r for the different hypotheses are given i the

appendix. In the main, they indicateagreement with the general indings,

of the Bomberger study.

Magazines with higher circulation tend to be those which emphalizii

depth (r = .94)., Also they tend to be markedly "different " .f the

quantitative editing patterns of their competitors (r = Magaiines

showing,herest rapid circulation growth during the Petiod tend to

those which emphasize scope (r = .49).
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The only hypoth sis not substantiated is that which correlates

typica lity with rate of circulation growth (r = .26), Apparently,

magazine's variance from trpical quantitative patterns plays little or
\' no role in determining how fast that magazine reaches its peak of circu-

lation. This may be accounted for in the'Austin sample by the fact that

;non-typicality manifests itself in strong depth-emphasis,

This is not to say that scope-depth balance is

of circulation trends in the Austin groups only that th

correlations between the-two. All other factors being

may Fell choose to Manipulate
thibalance accordinglyN

different circulation objectives.

/)

4.1

4
a prim, deterninant

ere are strong

equal, an editor

order te,achieve
c..

1.7

4



,20MFUTATION OP SCOPE-DEPTH C .L,'IG:tENT

.POR TU TO<CePLZ .,

4 ...,
. .

. (Y)
.., ,

.
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